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26In a risk assessment of cosmetic products, it is necessary to know bothQ2 qualitative and quantitative com-
27positions. Currently, European Regulation No. 1223/2009 requires the industries to provide ingredient
28lists for finished cosmetic products but not their concentrations. Ingredient concentrations are available
29in few bibliographic references but in an incomplete and approximate way.
30In this study, we propose a method to qualitatively and quantitatively estimate the composition of a
31cosmetic product. This method has the advantages of being applicable to all cosmetic products and sup-
32plying concentration data for all ingredients. The results obtained seem quite fair compared to literature
33data. Applied to nail polish as an example, this method can be used to assess exposure per ingredient
34according to the Monte Carlo probabilistic method. It should be promising to assess the consumer risk
35to cosmetic product compositions.
36� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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40 1. Introduction

41 Chemical risk assessment is defined as a process to calculate or
42 estimate the probability of an adverse health effect which occurs
43 after humans are exposed to a substance. This process consists of
44 three important steps: (i) hazard assessment (identification and
45 characterization), (ii) exposure assessment (global or systemic)
46 and (iii) risk characterization (EU, 2000a,b; OECD, 2003).
47 A cosmetic product is currently defined as ‘‘any substance or
48 mixture intended to be placed in contact with the external parts
49 of the human body (epidermis, hair system, nails, lips and external
50 genital organs) or with the teeth and the mucous membranes of
51 the oral cavity with a view exclusively or mainly to cleaning them,
52 perfuming them, changing their appearance, protecting them,
53 keeping them in good condition or correcting body odors’’ (EU,
54 2009).
55 This definition includes many products and substances whose
56 risk assessment for consumers should be conducted to ensure they
57 are safe. Cosmetics were recently subjected to the European Regu-
58 lation No 1223/2009 (EU, 2009) governing the Cosmetic Products
59 Directive (EU, 1976). The process of cosmetic products marketing
60 described in these regulation texts is different from other sectors
61 (food and drugs). Indeed, given the lack of a pre-marketing

62authorization procedure, a cosmetic must be considered as ‘‘safe’’
63for the consumer before being placed on the market. The responsi-
64bility for the ‘‘risk assessment’’, conveniently called ‘‘safety evalu-
65ation’’ in the case of cosmetics, is entirely under the responsibility
66of the person (legal or natural) that markets the product (EU, 2009;
67Pauwels and Rogiers, 2010). According to these regulatory texts,
68the safe character of the cosmetic product shall be ensured when
69it is consumed under normal or reasonably foreseeable conditions
70of use (EU, 2009). These reasonably foreseeable conditions are
71defined as the usual way that consumers are expected to use these
72products. Thus, it is necessary to have a sufficiently large and accu-
73rate exposure database, that contains data such as how frequently
74consumers use the products and how much is applied per applica-
75tion, to estimate the real exposure in the population.
76Some data on exposure to different cosmetic products are avail-
77able. Loretz et al. (2005, 2006, 2008) have assessed the exposure of
78American women to hygiene products (shower gel, shampoo, anti-
79perspirant, etc.), health care (hair spray, moisturizer, etc.), makeup
80(lipstick, mascara, etc.) and perfumes. Other studies conducted in
81Europe by Hall et al. (2007, 2011) and McNamara et al. (2007)
82assessed exposure to the same product types with toothpaste
83and mouthwash in addition.
84All studies were carried out in the context of a global exposure
85assessment to cosmetic products. But in the present state of things,
86risk assessment by assessors who do not have access to confiden-
87tial company data on ingredient concentration is difficult. A risk
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88 assessment can be performed exclusively per ingredient and for
89 this purpose, it is necessary to know both the product amounts ap-
90 plied by the consumer and the concentrations of ingredients in the
91 formulation. However, the current legislation does not oblige
92 industries to supply the concentrations of ingredients present in
93 the finished cosmetic product. Industry is only required to estab-
94 lish, in decreasing order of concentrations, the list of ingredients
95 with concentrations by weight greater than 1% in the final product
96 (EU, 2009). In the current literature, there are few quantitative data
97 on the composition of cosmetic products. When information is
98 available, it is approximate and limited (RIVM, 2006; Andre and
99 Baran, 2009). Therefore, risk assessors often overestimate exposure

100 by using conservative assumptions, such as assuming that concen-
101 trations of ingredients in a product are greater than they are in
102 reality in order to be conservative or protective of the consumer.
103 The aim of this study is to propose a simple and rapid method to
104 estimate ingredient concentrations in the final composition of a
105 cosmetic product. This method allows, from a virtual composition
106 of a cosmetic product, to estimate a quantitative profile of ingredi-
107 ents commonly found in a set of brands of a product. A more accu-
108 rate exposure assessment can thus be achieved for ingredients in
109 cosmetic product. This method was applied to an exposure assess-
110 ment of a nail polish in the French population. Conducted accord-
111 ing to the probabilistic Monte Carlo method, the probability
112 exposure in the population was calculated considering the existing
113 variability as well as the estimated uncertainties (US-EPA, 2001;
114 van der Voet and Slob, 2007).

115 2. Methods

116 2.1. Estimation of cosmetic product compositions

117 The method involves three major steps (Fig. 1): (i) elaboration of the list of
118 ingredients commonly present in a cosmetic product of interest and establishment
119 of families; (ii) determination of concentrations by weight of ingredients and fam-
120 ilies in the final cosmetic product and (iii) concentration adjustments under distri-
121 bution form. Two refinement steps, located between step 2 and step 3, may also be
122 needed to implement the general method. Their use is governed by different condi-
123 tions that will be described in Section 2.1.3.
124 For some steps (steps 1 and 2), a theoretical example is shown in tabular form
125 in order to improve the reader’s understanding (Tables 1 and 2, respectively).

126 2.1.1. Step 1: List of ingredients and creation of families
127 The aim of this step is to obtain a virtual composition of a cosmetic product of
128 interest and to define ingredient families. The virtual composition is, as its name
129 suggests, not a real composition. It represents an average composition of a set of
130 marketed compositions of a particular product. The virtual composition is necessary
131 for certain steps of the method, such as the verification of the correspondence

132between the qualitative (obtained from the labels of marketed product) and quan-
133titative (obtained from patents) data or for pooling the data of some compounds
134(refinement step).
135List of ingredients: The ingredients indicated on labels of several brands are
136listed. A number according to each ingredient position on each label is assigned. In-
137deed, in accordance with Article 19 of Regulation No 1223/2009 currently in effect,
138industrial firms have an obligation to supply the list of ingredients on the label in
139descending order of weight (EU, 2009).
140A mean of the listed positions for all brands is carried out and the ingredients
141are classified in descending order of their position: ingredients with low average
142position are present in large concentrations in the cosmetic product, and vice versa.
143After assigning the new position of each ingredient in the composition of the cos-
144metic product (attribute position), a virtual composition is obtained. A same brand
145may propose two products with slightly different ingredient compositions. In this
146case, the compositions are combined into one, and a mean of the position numbers
147of the same ingredients is calculated.
148Family creation: Cosmetic products contain ingredients that possess one or sev-
149eral functions. For example in nail polish, ingredient can be an organic solvent, plas-
150ticizer, forming agent, UV absorber, etc. The main function of each ingredient is
151researched in the literature and is referred to in this method as the ‘‘ingredient fam-
152ily’’ or ‘‘family’’ (solvents, plasticizers, dyes, etc.). The same family may combine
153several main functions. This choice can be motivated by different factors: the sim-
154ilarity of functions (e.g. ‘‘density control agent’’ and ‘‘pH regulator’’ in the family of
155‘‘agents of physicochemical properties control’’), families already established in lit-
156erature, etc.

1572.1.2. Step 2: Elaboration of a quantitative composition
158The aim of this step is to establish a quantitative composition of the cosmetic
159product. Publications and patents have been sought on web in this objective. Pat-
160ents have the advantage of providing examples of compositions for which the con-
161centration of ingredients is often expressed as a weight fraction (or weight value)
162compared to a final composition of the product equal to 100 (w/w).
163The weight values obtained for each ingredient are listed. Ingredients and their
164weight fraction are assigned to their respective families. For each composition, all
165ingredient concentrations of a same family are added in order to obtain a weight
166value per family.
167At this stage of the method, a virtual qualitative composition of the cosmetic
168product and quantitative data for ingredients and for their respective families are
169obtained.
170In theory and in the best case, (i) the ingredients presented in the virtual prod-
171uct are found in most compositions of marketed brands, (ii) each ingredient has a
172specific position (i.e. ingredients do not share the same position), (iii) the number
173of weight values per ingredient is high and the mean of these weight values corre-
174sponds to the assigned ingredient position (i.e. the highest ingredient weight value
175corresponds to the lowest position in the virtual product). In this case, and if the
176user considers that there is enough data per ingredient, the refining steps are not
177necessary. Otherwise (i.e. if there are few common ingredients between brands,
178overlapping positions per ingredient and/or few quantitative data), it is possible
179to group ingredients into subgroups to merge their data or delete some ingredients.
180Refining steps can be used to obtain a simplest qualitative and quantitative
181composition and to keep only the ingredients most commonly found in the cos-
182metic product of interest.

1832.1.3. Refinement 1: Fusion of ingredient data
184This step is submitted to conditions in a defined order of importance. The deci-
185sion tree provides guidance on the feasibility of this step (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Overview of the general estimation method for cosmetic product composition.
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